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Abstract— In this paper, a new method is proposed to solve
the inverse kinematics problem of redundant manipulators.
This method demonstrates superior performance on contin-
uous motion by combining interval search genetic algorithm
based on trajectory which we propose with parametric joint
angle method. In this method, population continuity strategy
is utilized to improve search speed and reduce evolutionary
generation, interval search strategy is introduced to enhance
the search ability and overcome the influence of singularity, and
reference point strategy is used to avoid sudden changes of joint
variables. By introducing those three strategies, this method is
especially suitable for redundant manipulators that perform
continuous motion. It can not only obtain solutions of inverse
kinematics quickly, but also ensure the motion continuity of
manipulator and accuracy of the end effector. Moreover, this
algorithm can also perform multi-objective tasks by adjusting
the fitness function. Finally, this algorithm is applied to an 8
degree of freedom tunnel shotcrete robot. Field experiments and
data analysis show that the algorithm can solve the problem
quickly in industrial field, and ensure the motion continuity
and accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, intelligent robots are attracting more and
more attention [1]. The widely application of intelligent
robots can not only reduce the threats for workers, but also
improve the production efficiency. However, many industrial
robots have redundant structures or do not meet the Pieper
criterion [2], so it is impossible to calculate the analytic
solutions of inverse kinematics directly.

Inverse kinematics means that all joint variables of the
manipulator can be obtained for a specific position and
orientation of the end effector. This process is not trivial since
it involves multivariable transcendental equations. Generally,
only the manipulator meeting Pieper criterion is considered
to be able to obtain analytic solutions. Moreover, if the
manipulator exceeds six degree of freedom (DOF), redun-
dancy is considered. In this situation, it is invalid to obtain
joint variables only by solving equations. Generally, there
are infinite soultions for redundant manipulators. Typically,
inverse kinematics of redundant manipulators (IKRM) can be
solved from two aspects, respectively velocity and position.

Since 1970s, algorithms based on velocity have been used
to solve IKRM problem. S. Lee [3] et al. proposed the
joint decomposition method using parametric joint method
combined with gradient descent method. A. Abdelrahem [4]
et al. proposed a new method to solve the problem of rigid
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constraints of manipulator joints. However, these methods
only transform the hard constraint problem into the soft
constraint problem. This method can not fully guarantee the
validity of solutions and also can not fully utilize the full
reachable space of the manipulator. M. Shimizu [5] et al. car-
ried out structural analysis of a 7-DOF manipulator, whose
joints are all rotating joints, and then obtained all feasible
solutions. However, this method can only be applied to some
special manipulators and can not be widely applied. In [6], a
novel iterative algorithm for IKRM was proposed and it has
superior performance on avoiding obstacles. Nevertheless, it
cost too much time to choose the optimal configuration.

In recent years, IKRM problem is usually regarded as a
constrained optimization problem [7][8]. Thus, IKRM algo-
rithms based on position level have received more attention.
Many strategies, mainly including evolutionary algorithm
and learning model, can be applied quickly for IKRM
problem. Some researchers proposed several approaches to
approximate the inverse kinematic model, including SVM
[9][10], work-area decomposition and matching [11], sym-
bolic regression [12], etc. Soutions can be generated very
quickly and repeatedly if the inverse model is learned accura-
cyly. However, for a specified target point, multiple solutions
may exist. The entire solutions are difficult to obtain by those
methods, which will reduce the workspace and flexibility of
manipulators. Besides, retraining process is necessary if the
kinematic geometry changes or any changes in objectives
and constraints. Thus those learning algorithms are difficult
to apply for dynamic tasks.

Evolutionary algorithms are extraordinary to deal with
IKRM in robust and flexibility. This framework can be
expanded to any manipulators easily. S. Momani [13] et al.
applied continuous genetic algorithm to a 3-DOF manipu-
lator. The motion curves of all joints are very smooth. But
the performance of this algorithm will be poorer with the
increase of robot’s DOF. In [14], M. Ahmad et al. proposed
a hybridization algorithm which combined general genetic
algorithm (sGA) and the Newton-Raphson method to solve
IKRM problem. In [15], evolutionary algorithm is combined
with gradient-based method to solve the kinematics prob-
lems of generic full-body robot. This method can search
the solutions of robots quickly. Besides, swarm algorithm
[16][17] and firefly algorithm [18][19] are also applied to
IKRM problems successfully.

However, there are several problems in solving inverse
kinematics based on evolutionary algorithm.

1) All joints are set as parameters, and the search space
is huge.
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2) The accuracy of end-effector is the primary task. Other
tasks, such as ensuring joint continuity and avoiding joint
limitation, can not be well guaranteed.

3) Sudden change happens easily near the kinematic
singularity.

Thus, in this paper, parametric joint angle method is used
to solve the problem 1 and we proposed a new improved
genetic algorithm to solve the problem 3. The problem 2
can be solved by combining those two methods.

The core contributions of the paper include: 1) A new
idea for solving IKRM problem based on trajectory. 2)A
robust and fast improved genetic algorithm, interval search
genetic algorithm based on trajectory(ISGABT), which con-
tains three strategies, population continuity, interval search
and reference point strategy. 3) A general method combined
parametric joint angle method with ISGABT to solve inverse
kinemtaics problem of redundant manipulators which perfor-
m continous motion tasks.

II. ALGORITHMIC APPROACH
The combination of parametric joint method and ISGABT

can solve the IKRM problem of continuous motion effective-
ly. The framework of this method is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Search Framework for One Point in Trajectory

Firstly, the structure of the manipulator is analyzed. And
then those joints, especially whose motion characteristics are
obvious, are selected as parametric joints. Thereafter, the
parameterized joints are selected as variables in ISGABT.
Finally, by setting reasonable objective functions, solutions
meeting the task requirement can be obtained. In order to
ensure that the algorithm can search the optimal solution
globally in a short time, this paper improves the genetic
algorithm in three aspects.

• Population Continuity Strategy. In one trajectory, the
next point inherits the final population of the previous
point. By this, not only the motion continuity is guaran-
teed, but also the evolution of population is accelerated
and the convergence time is reduced.

• Interval Search Strategy. For manipulators which per-
form continuous trajectory motion, generally optimal
solutions are near the previous solutions. This strategy
searches solutions only near the previous solutions.
Therefore, the continuity of manipulator can be guar-
anteed and solutions can be searched quickly. But if

joint value exceeds the joint limitation or solutions are
absent, the manipulator must change its robot posture.
In this case, to ensure the robustness of the system,
this strategy searches for neighborhood range firstly and
then enlarges the search range. Moreover, although there
are infinite solutions for IKRM, the effective solutions
decrease sharply near the kinematic singularities. By
using this strategy, the search ability enhances dramati-
cally and thus the sudden changes of joint variables can
be avoided.

• Reference Point Strategy. Above two strategies can lead
to a problem, i.e., the value of parameterized joints tends
to be fixed or change little. In this case, in order to
reach the target point, the other joints will change larger,
and the value of non-parametric joints is easy to reach
the joint limitation. The posture of manipulator has to
change suddenly and the orientation of the end effector
may be uncontrollable for a short time. Therefore, it is
necessary to set reference points to guide the motion of
some joints.

A. Parametric joint angle method

Parameterized joint angle method greatly reduces the
search space, and makes all solutions meet the accuracy
requirements. Usually the relationship between target matrix
X and n-DOF joint variables θi can be expressed as (1).

X = f(Θ1,Θ2, ...,Θn) (1)

Tasks need m-DOF to complete (n > m). Therefore,
the manipulator has n − m dimension redundancy. The
parameterized joint angle method needs to select n − m
redundant joints to parameterize. This operation transforms a
n-DOF redundant manipulator into a m-DOF non-redundant
manipulator, while the remaining n−m parameterized joints
are used for optimization. Joint space is also divided into
dimension reduction space and parameter space. The joint
variables in dimension reduction space are represented by
Θr, while that in parameter space are represented by Θp.
Therefore, the target matrix X is the function of Θr and
Θp, as shown in (2).

X = f(Θr,Θp) (2)

When Θp and X are obtained, the joint variables in dimen-
sion reduction space can be calculated as (3).

Θr = f−1(X,Θp) (3)

Thus, the closed analytic solution of non-redundant joint can
be obtained.

B. ISGABT

ISGABT solves IKRM problem based on trajectory. The
population and solutions of the previous point are inputted to
ensure the continuity, real-time and robustness. Its algorithm
framework is shown in Algorithm 1.

Functions, Inverseanaly and ForwardKine in Algo-
rithm 1, are closed analytical solution of non-redundant joints
and forward kinematics of manipulator respectively.
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Algorithm 1: ISGABT
Input : Population Size N , Target Matrix X
Output: Optimal solutions

1 Initialize Population P
2 for each trajectory do
3 Generate reference points
4 Create initial desired posture
5 for each point do
6 Inherit population from the previous point
7 Reset the values of reference joints
8 Determine search range
9 for i← 1 to 10000 do

10 V← Binarytoreal(P, S,ΘC)
11 for each individual do
12 Solution← Inverseanaly(V,X)
13 Xc ← ForwardKine(Solution)
14 if Xc −X = 0

∩
Satisfy all joint

limitation then
15 Calculate fitness

16 if min(fitness) < threshold then
17 Preserve population and optimal

solution
18 Break
19 else
20 Selection
21 Recombination
22 Mutation
23 Create offspring

1) Joint Variable Encoding: In this paper, binary coding
is used to encode parametric joints corresponding to line 1 in
algorithm 1. For n−m parameters, the corresponding code
Bin is set in (4).

Bin = (Bl1 |Bl2 |...|Bln−m) (4)

Binary coding of each joint is denoted as Bli and li repre-
sents the binary length of each parameter, i = 1, ..., n−m.
The length of coding determines the resolution power of
parameters and the size of search space.

2) Reference points generating: The reference points are
set for joint with obvious motion characteristics correspond-
ing to line 3 in algorithm 1. For joint i, initial joint value,
terminal joint value and number of point in a trajectory are
denoted as Vs, Vt and Nt respectively. The interval sp can
be calaulated by (5) and the jth reference point Rj can be
obtained from (6).

sp = (Vs − Vt)/(Nt − 1) (5)

Rj = Vs − (j − 1) ∗ sp, j = 1, 2, ..., Nt (6)

Because of the existence of search interval strategy, the
reference vector does not need to be completely accurate.

3) Initial desired posture creating: This part is corre-
sponed with line 4 in algorithm 1. The previous solutions
are required to calculate the fitness. However, the first point
in trajectory does not have previous point. Generally, this
initial soltion can be set as zero vector.

4) Values of reference joints resetting: This part is corre-
sponed with line 7 in algorithm 1. Resetting the values of
reference joints as Rj in θc. For some common trajectories,
such as lines and semicircles, this method can accelerate the
convergence of the algorithm. However, it is not applicable
for joints which are difficult to predict their motion and under
this condition, we do not need to reset the value of reference
joints.

5) Search interval determining: Specific process is shown
in algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Determine search range
Input : Population P , Target Matrix X , Previous

Solutions ΘC , Search Radius Rad
Output: Search Interval S

1 S← Rad
2 for i← 1 to 70 do
3 Count← 0
4 V← Binarytoreal(P, S,ΘC)
5 if i > 5

∩
i ≤ 15 then

6 S ← 2 ∗Rad

7 else if i > 15
∩
i ≤ 30 then

8 S ← 4 ∗Rad

9 else if i > 30
∩
i ≤ 50 then

10 S ← 8 ∗Rad

11 else
12 Smax ←Maximum Search Range

13 for each individual do
14 Solution← Inverseanaly(V,X)
15 Xc ← ForwardKine(Solution)
16 if Xc−X = 0

∩
Satisfy all joint limitation then

17 Count← Count+ 1

18 if Count > 0 then
19 Exit
20 else
21 Initialize Population

6) Binary to real number in search interval: The formula
for binary to real number V is shown in (7) corresponding
to line 10 in algorithm 1.

V = (

L∑
i=0

2i ∗ Pi) ∗ 2 ∗ S/2L − S +ΘC (7)

Among them, L denotes the length of binary coding.
7) Fitness calculating: This part is corresponed with line

15 in algorithm 1. Several fitness functions are listed in this
paper. In (8), disC is the function of continuity. In (9), disL
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is the function of joint limitation. And in (10), disD is the
function of avoiding obstacles.

disC =
1

1− e−( x−Θc
fiaC )2

(8)

disL =
1

1 + e
x−Θmin

fiaL

+
1

1 + e−
x−Θmax

fiaL

(9)

disD =

{
0 if d− dmin > 0
1

dmin−d else
(10)

where Θc denotes previous solutions, Θmin and Θmax

represent the minimum and maximum of joint respectively,
dmin is the shortest distance from an obstacle, fiaC and
fiaL are scaling ratio.

While Θc, fiaC, Θmin, Θmax, fiaL, and dmin are set as
0, 2, -8, 8, 0.05, 5 respectively. Variation curves are shown
in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Fitness Function

The image of disC is similar to a basin. When the new
solution closes to the previous solution, the value of fitness
is small. This value can sharply increase when the distance
between the new solution and the previous one increases
slowly. By modifying fiaC, the intensity of increasement
will change. Different weight and fiaC can be assigned for
each joint to distribute the priority of joint continuity. In Fig.
2, disL is the function to keep all joints far away from the
joint limitation. When solution closes to −8 or 8, the fitness
rises quickly. This function can ensure the large range of
joint movement space and avoid joint reaching limtation.
And disD is the function to avoid obstacles. When the
distance is less than dmin, similarly, the fitness will increase
sharply.

8) Selection: Roulette and elite strategy are combined to
select offsprings from parents. Several best individuals are
chosen from parents and others will be chosen by roulette.

9) Recombination: The coding of each variable operates
independently multi-point crossover.

10) Mutation: The coding of each variable operates inde-
pendently multi-point mutation.

III. ALGORITHM APPLICATION

In this paper, the parametric joint method and ISGABT
were combined to apply to the 8-DOF tunnel shotcrete

robot KC-30. This robot will be used to perform automatic
grouting operations under tunnels. The end nozzle of the
manipulator must be perpendicular to the tunnel wall and
ensure the continuity of the trajectory during the movement.
If joint movement is incoherent or joint variables change
suddendly, the end orientation may lose control, resulting
in the random spraying of concrete and causing waste and
insecurity. Kinematic modeling of manipulator is the basis
of trajectory planning and real-time control. The forward
kinematic model of the manipulator must be accurate, and
the inverse kinematic solutions can be obtained quickly and
ensure the continuity of trajectory.

A. Forward Kinematics

The KC-30 robot has eight joints, of which the 3rd and 6th
joints are expansion joints and the other joints are revolving
joints. In this paper, kinematics model of 8-DOF manipulator
is built based on D-H method. The reference coordinates of
all joints are shown in Fig 3.

Fig. 3: Structural Sketch of manipulator

Three virtual joints are designed in the model of forward
kinematics to ensure that model is bulit along fuselage. Thus
the measurements required by the model can be obtained
from the CAD drawings. Based on Fig.3, D-H parameter
table is shown in table 1.

TABLE I: D-H Parameter Table
Joint Θi di(mm) ai(mm) αi Offset

1 Θ1 770 0 pi/2 0
2 Θ2 0 557 pi/2 pi/2

Virtual 1 0 2670 0 0 0
3 0 L3+1030 0 -pi/2 0
4 Θ4 0 485 pi/2 0

Virtual 2 0 1800 0 pi/2 pi/2
5 Θ5 1425 0 -pi/2 0

Virtual 3 0 16.359 0 0 0
6 0 L6+2693.7 0 0 0
7 Θ7 663 0 pi/2 0
8 Θ8 1138 464 pi/2 pi/2

The coordinate transformation matrix between coordinate
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i and coordinate i− 1 is shown in (11).

Ai
i−1(qi) =


CΘ1 −SθiCαi SθiSαi aiCθi

Sθi CθiCαi −CθiSαi aiSθi

0 Sαi Cαi di
0 0 0 1

 (11)

sin(θi) is denoted as Sθi and cos(θi) is denoted as Cθi . The
target matrix X can be obtained by (12).

X = A0
1(q1)A

1
2(q2)...A

n−1
n (qn) (12)

B. Parametric joint angle

The KC-30 robot has eight joints and two joints are
redundant. Revolving joint 1 and expansion joint 6 were
selected as parametric joints. Joint 1 is a rotating joint. When
a robot sprays, the joint changes from right to left or from
left to right. Therefore, the motion characteristic of joint 1
is obvious. And joint 6 was chosen as parametric joint for
solving the analytical solution of non-redundant joint easier.
The objective matrix can be described as (13).

R =


r11 r12 r13 px
r21 r22 r23 py
r31 r32 r33 pz
0 0 0 1

 (13)

Therefore, the function of inverse kinematics can be obtained
by T 0

n(q) = R. Due to the limitation of the length of the
article, this paper only lists the analytical solution of joint 5,
and the solution of other joints adopts the same method.
θ1 was separated from other joints according to (14).

A0
1(q1)

−1T 0
n(q) = A1

2(q2)...A
n−1
n (qn) (14)

12 equations can be obtained by (14), four equations in the
second line of (14) are shown in (15).

r21C1 + r11S1 = C8S5 − C5C7S8

r22C1 + r12S1 = S5S8 + C5C7C8

r23C1 + r13S1 = −C5S7

PyC1 + PxS1 = d8(C8S5 − C5C7C8)
+S5(L6 + d6) + d7S5

−a8C5S7

(15)

The first and third equations in (15) can be brought to the
fourth equation, and then equation (16) can be gotten.

(Py − d8r21 − a8r23)Cθ1 + (Px−
d8r11 − a8r13)Sθ1 = (L6 + d6 + d7)Sθ5

(16)

The analytical solution of θ5 can be obtained as (17).

θ5 = arcsin(
ACθ1 +BSθ1

L6 + d6 + d7
) (17)

A = Py − d8r21 − a8r23, B = Px − d8r11 − a8r13

Similarly, the analytic solution of θ2, L3, θ4, θ7, θ8 can
be achieved by this approach.

C. Solving IKRM Problem Based on ISGABT

The joint variables, θ1 and L6, were set as parameters in
ISGABT. Besides, the expected trajectory was obtained by

scanning the tunnel on the field. In the process of movement,
the end effector is expected to be vertical to the tunnel and
the expected orientation of the end effecotr is designed by
XZX method in Euler angle. Thus the value of the second x
(denoted as x0) is not solid. The coding length of θ1, θ6 and
x0 are 11, 11 and 9 respectively. And the range of θ1, θ6
and x0 are [-30,30]◦, [0,2000]mm and [-90,90]◦ respectively.
The resolution power of them are 0.029◦, 0.97mm and 0.35◦,
respectively. The actual tunnel scanning data are shown in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Trajectory to be shotcreted

Every trace was constituted with 129 points. The refer-
ence points of θ1 range from 17◦ to −17◦ and its search
radius was 1◦. The reference points of L6 and x0 were
not used and their search radius were 100mm and 5◦ re-
spectively. The population was set at 350. The probability
of crossover and mutation was 0.7 and 0.1, respectively.
Our goals are to ensure the joint continuity and avoid
joint limitation. The weight vector of disC for all joints
was [0.1,0.2,0.2,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1] with fiaC vector was
[5,1,520,2,2,520,1,1]. And the weight vector of joint limi-
tation for all joints was [0.3,0.3,0,0.1,0.1,0,0.1,0.1] with fiaL
vector was [0.8,0.6,25,0.6,0.8,25,0.8,1]. The weight vector of
continuity and joint limitation was [0.6,0.4].

Solutions for tunnel trace by SGA and ISGABT can be
obtained. The comparsion between SGA and ISGABT is
shown in Table II.

TABLE II: Comparsion between SGA and ISGABT

Algorithm
Average Evolution
Generation

Average
Time(s)

Success
Rate(%)

SGA 29.99 1.866 58.91
ISGABT 1.137 0.0192 100

All solutions of IKRM by ISGABT can be obtained after
14.86s and the average time of every point is 19.2ms. SGA
spent 1444.284s to solve 774 points and the average time
of every point is 1.82s. Obviously, ISGABT can meet the
requirement of real time operation in industrial field.

Most points can find the optimal solution directly in
the first generation by ISGABT, because the population
can be inherited in the whole trajectory and the interval
search strategy enhance the local search ability. Obviously,
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(a) Position 1 (b) Position 2 (c) Position 3 (d) Position 4

Fig. 5: Actual Trajectory Spraying based on Kinematics

SGA without those strategies need far more generations to
evolve. Besides, the success rate of ISGABT is 100% while
some points are difficult to solve for SGA. In Fig.6, the
evolution generation of 1st trace by SGA and ISGABT is
demonstrated. Those points in the middle of the trace is more
difficult for SGA to search due to the existence of kinematic
singularity which leads to feasible solutions decrease sharply.
However, the impact of kinematic singularity on ISGABT is
little. The optimal solutions are still searched quickly and
meet the requirement of tasks.

Fig. 6: Evolution Generation of 1st Trace by SGA and
ISGABT

Fig. 7: Value of Joint 2 by SGA and ISGABT

Values of revolving joint 2 and expansion joint 6 by
SGA and ISGABT are shown in Fig. 7-8. Solutions solved
by ISGABT are more smooth and the difference between
two adjacent points is small. Thus the trajectory of the
manipulator can be smoother and more coherent by using
ISGABT.

Fig. 8: Value of Joint 6 by SGA and ISGABT

D. Grouting in Tunnel

The actual grouting operation was carried out in the actual
tunnel. As shown in Fig. 5, the joint movement is coherent
and this algorithm can meet the real-time requirements. In
addition, the orientation of the end effector is perpendicular
to the tunnel wall, and the position is corresponding with
expected position, indicating that the kinematic model is
accurate. The feasibility of the algorithm is proved.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a new mehtod to solve IKRM prob-
lem. By using the parametric joint angle method, the joint
space of the manipulator is divided into reduced dimension
space and redundant space, thus the inverse kinematics
problem of the redundant manipulator is transformed into
the inverse kinematics problem of the non-redundant manip-
ulator and the constraint optimization problem. The usage
of parameterized joint angle method ensures the accuracy
of the end effector and ISGABT is effective in solving the
continuous trajectory. It not only guarantees the ability of
global fast solution, but also ensures the continuity of the
joint. Even near the singularity, there will be no sudden
change of joints. In addition, the secondary task can be added
by adjusting the fitness function. The algorithm has strong
portability and can be applied to other manipulators that
perform continuous trajectory tasks. Finally, the algorithm
is applied to the 8-DOF tunnel shotcrete robot. The exper-
imental results show that ISGABT can meet requirements
of real-time operation, the continuity of trajectory and the
accuracy of the end effector in the industrial field, which
proves the feasibility of the algorithm.
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